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Normalized Born ratio for fluorescence
optical projection tomography
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We present a normalized Born approach for fluorescence optical projection tomography that takes into ac-
count tissue absorption properties. This approach can be particularly useful to study fluorochrome distribu-
tion within tissue. We use the algorithm to three-dimensionally reconstruct and characterize a fluorescein
isothiocyanate containing absorptive phantom and an infarcted mouse heart previously injected with a fluo-
rescent molecular probe. © 2009 Optical Society of America
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Optical projection tomography (OPT) [1] is a recently
introduced three-dimensional imaging technique for
primary use in developmental biology and gene ex-
pression studies [2]. Biological samples are typically
rendered transparent by first dehydrating them and
then placing them in a mixture of benzyl alcohol and
benzyl benzoate (BABB or Murray’s Clear solution)
in a 2:1 ratio for several hours. Once cleared, the
samples present very low scattering and absorption
values, making their light diffusive contribution al-
most negligible. Fluorescence or absorption images of
the samples are then taken over 360° angle projec-
tions with 1° or less steps [1]. The use of a lens with
high telecentricity allows one to project photons that
travel parallel to the optical axis of a CCD camera
[3]. Because the scattering contribution is very low,
absorption reconstructions are analogous to x-ray
computed tomography and can be obtained using a
common Radon backprojection algorithm.

In recent years we have seen a tremendous inter-
est in the design of “smart” activatable optical agents
designed to provide molecular information for in vivo
imaging. These probes have been designed to work in
the near-infrared to enable whole mouse imaging.
Conversely it is equally important to image ex vivo
whole (intact) organ probe distributions to determine
molecular activity distribution with high resolution
by using, for example, OPT. Unfortunately, the con-
ventional clearing process can require several days,
depending on the tissue of interest and can affect the
quantum efficiency of the associated fluorochromes.
To maximize sensitivity it is therefore necessary to
shorten perfusion time, leading to a higher contribu-
tion in the absorption values. So far, fluorescence re-
constructions have been obtained using an approach
similar to absorption-based OPT [1]. However the
varying spatially dependent absorption makes incor-
rect the use of the inverse Radon for backprojecting
the fluorescence images, severely affecting the ob-
tained fluorescent protein or fluorescent molecular
probe distributions and quantification ability. Here
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we consider a problem of volumetric tomographic re-
construction of fluorescence emitted from a
scattering-free absorbing object illuminated by a col-
limated source in a transillumination mode. In a dis-
cretized one-dimensional fashion, each ray at the ex-
citation wavelength �ex, emitted from an arbitrary
source position xs, is exponentially attenuated as it
passes through the imaged object. After exciting the
fluorochrome located at position x, the radiation at
the emission wavelength �fl is filtered and collected
by the CCD’s pixel located at position xd using a tele-
centric lensing system. Although the emitted fluores-
cence does not follow the same path as the excitation
ray, the intensity recorded at each pixel approxi-
mates a projection of all the fluorochromes excited
along the entire focal zone corresponding to this par-
ticular excitation ray due to the system’s high tele-
centricity. For fluorescence tomographic reconstruc-
tions, the imaged object is rotated 360° and multiple
source-detector measurements Uex�xs ,xd� and
Ufl�xs ,xd� are acquired with the CCD camera at both
�ex and �fl, respectively. These are then combined un-
der the normalized Born �nBorn� field UB�xs ,xd� [4],
i.e.,

UB�xs,xd� =
Ufl�xs,xd�

Uex�xs,xd�
. �1�

The inversion problem, i.e., reconstruction of the
fluorochrome distribution, can be facilitated by writ-
ing the forward model for both excitation and emis-
sion light propagation. The Green’s function describ-
ing the excitation ray propagation follows a simple
Beer–Lambert type attenuation through the absorb-
ing object, i.e.,

Gex�xs,x� = e−�xs

x
�a�x�dx. �2�

The light intensity emitted from the source at posi-
tion xs and measured by the detector at position xd on

the CCD can be written as Uex�xs ,xd�=B ·Gex�xs ,xd�,
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where B incorporates all the experimental system-
dependent constants. After collecting the object tran-
sillumination images Uex�xs ,xd� at multiple projec-
tions, volumetric reconstruction of optical absorption
coefficient �a�r�� can be obtained as in regular OPT,
i.e., using a filtered backprojection of Eq. (2). The pre-
cise distribution of the excitation light intensity
Gex�xs ,x� along each ray path can then be calculated;
Ufl�xs ,xd�, the fluorescence intensity detected at de-
tector xd and stimulated by the light emitted from
source xs, comprises an added contribution of all the
fluorochromes excited along the ray path, i.e.,

Ufl�xs,xd� = D�
xs

xd

Gex�xs,x�A�x�Gfl�x,xd�dx, �3�

where A�x� represents the fluorochrome absorption at
position x and can generally be represented as A
=��C, where �, �, and C are the extinction coeffi-
cient, quantum yield, and concentration of the fluoro-
phore, respectively. The parameter D represents the
experimental system-dependent constants (we as-
sume for both �ex and �fl similar tissue absorption,
i.e., Gfl can be replaced with Gex). The forward model
of our imaging problem can then be written as

UB�xs,xd� =
�

Gex�xs,xd��xs

xd

Gex�xs,x�A�x�Gex�x,xd�dx,

�4�

where � incorporates unknown constants associated
with wavelength-dependent gains and attenuations
that can be measured once for every imaging system.
Finally, for the fluorescence reconstruction, the vol-
ume of interest is segmented into voxel elements and
Eq. (4) is discretized on the assumed mesh, i.e., Ui
=�jWijAj, where Wij are the “weight functions” that
connect the measurements Ui to the unknowns Aj for
each voxel j. The unknown voxel values Aj of the re-
constructed three-dimensional image are found by in-
verting Wij. It should be noted that, owing to negli-
gible scattering, the forward model matrix here is
much better conditioned as opposed to diffusion-
based optical tomographies applied to heavily scat-
tering objects. This is due to an accurate knowledge
of the optical absorption distribution in the object
[i.e., the Green’s functions Gex�xs ,xd�, Gex�xs ,x�, and
Gex�x ,xd�] from the preceding reconstruction obtained
using regular absorption-based OPT.

The experimental setup described in this Letter is
shown in detail in Fig. 1. The light sources are fil-
tered with narrowband pass interference filters. The
sample is immersed in a BABB solution and is held
in place on a holder and rotated along its vertical
axis. The fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) fluores-
cence signal and the far-red fluorescence signal are
filtered through narrowband-pass interference filters
coupled with their respective long-pass filters. The
transillumination signal is detected by a CCD cam-
era and images are acquired over 360 projections
with 1° steps. To assess algorithm accuracy we built a

cylindrical phantom that consists of two separate cyl-
inders of 0.8% agarose gel fused together along their
vertical axis. The bottom cylinder was fabricated by
diluting a low concentration of India ink in the agar-
ose gel to induce absorption while the top cylinder
was left transparent. A hole was bored into the final
fused cylinder along its vertical axis and filled with
1.5% agarose gel in which FITC dextrane was diluted
to reach a 1 �M concentration. FITC dextran was
used to prevent diffusion of the dye molecules into
the surrounding agare. Figure 1(b) shows a diagram
of the phantom and its geometry; fluorescence Fig.
1(c) and transmission images Fig. 1(d) are shown for
the cleared phantom. To become imaged the sample
was immersed in the BABB solution and 360 projec-
tions were obtained in both fluorescence and absorp-
tion mode. Reconstructions of planes for both attenu-
ation coefficient and emission distribution were
obtained. Figure 2(a) shows the reconstruction at
level 1, where no absorption is present (upper figure)
and at level 2, where India ink is present (lower fig-
ure). The clear inner circle present in the reconstruc-
tion is a section of the inner cylinder, where only dye
(and not ink) is present. The fluorescence reconstruc-
tion of the phantom at the same levels (1 and 2) is
shown in Fig. 2(b). While the inner cylinder contains
a uniform concentration of dye for its entire length
resulting in a 1:1 ratio in fluorochrome concentration,
the fluorescence signal in the reconstructions is
clearly lower for the plane in the absorptive agare
(lower figure) and fails to report the 1:1 ratio in fluo-
rochrome concentration. The normalized Born recon-
struction [Fig. 2(c)] shows that the two reconstruc-
tions are similar (1:1 ratio). Fluorescence intensity
plots taken at half circle are given before [Fig. 2(d)]
and after [Fig. 2(e)] normalization. As evidenced from
Figs. 2(c) and 2(e) the method is therefore valid and
guarantees an accurate measurement of the relative
fluorophores concentration. We then decided to apply

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Experimental setup. LS, light
source; S, shutter; BE, beam expander; BPF, filters; S,
sample; IS, imaging system. (b) Schematic of the gel agar-
ose phantom. The phantom consists of two separate cylin-
ders fused together along their vertical axis, with the bot-
tom one containing India ink �10 ppm�. A hole is bored into
the final fused cylinder along its vertical axis and filled
with a 1 �M concentration of FITC dextran. (c) Phantom’s
fluorescence and (d) absorption projections.
our method for the fluorescence imaging of a mouse
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heart that had previously sustained a controlled inf-
arct. The mouse was injected with Prosense-680, an
activatable fluorescence sensor reporting on cathep-
sin activity in healing myocardium. This is a case of
particular interest, because it could allow one to gain
insight into the probe distribution within the heart
and to study inflammatory responses after myocar-
dial infarction. The heart was fixed and embedded in
a 0.8% agarose gel, dehydrated, and cleared by im-
mersion in a 2:1 BABB solution. A reconstruction of a
single plane of the heart is shown in both absorption
[Fig. 3(b)] and fluorescence [Fig. 3(c)]. The normal-
ized Born reconstruction is presented in Fig. 3(d),
and it shows the difference in the dye distribution
within the heart after normalization.

In conclusion, we have presented a Born normal-
ized approach for fluorescence OPT using a normal-
ized transillumination approach. The weighted
method was found to improve quantification perfor-

Fig. 2. (Color online) Reconstructions at two different po-
sitions (I and II) along the phantom vertical axis. (a) Ab-
sorption (b) plain fluorescence, and (c) normalized Born re-
constructions. (d) and (e) Fluorescence intensity plots along
the reconstructions’ center at level I and II are shown in
dashed gray and continuous black, respectively. (d) Without
and (e) with normalization correction.
mance over conventional OPT with samples that
present nonnegligible values of absorption, as is the
case for most tissue. This was demonstrated in both
phantom and whole organ imaging experiments. The
proposed approach provides the essential tools for de-
termining the correct fluorophores or fluorescent pro-
tein distribution in fluorescence OPT reconstructions
and opens possibilities to extend OPT to new molecu-
lar imaging applications.
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